Reception to Year 6 entry
All enrolments into the Charles Campbell College ‘Junior Years’ are started by contacting the Head of Junior Years on 8165 4700.

Year 7/8 entry
The Charles Campbell College ‘Middle Years’ will have four main entry points as follows:

1. All students enrolled in the Charles Campbell College Junior Years automatically transition to the Middle Years at Year 7 (secondary zoning does not apply).
2. New enrolments at Year 7 are considered for entry to the Middle Years (secondary zoning does not apply).
3. New enrolments at Year 8 are managed initially by the DECD regional office, via the completion of an ED176 form, provided by the primary school or the regional office (secondary zoning does apply).
4. Enrolments for entry to the Selective Entry Performing Arts program will be considered by application and audition (secondary zoning does not apply).

Year 9 – 12 entry
Enrolment enquiries for years 9 - 12 should be directed to the school’s Enrolment Registrar. Students living in the CCC school zone are enrolled according to DECD and the school’s policy; however, subject availability varies from time to time. An interview is required and previous reports should be presented at this time. Proof of address, and a Statutory Declaration of the student’s primary place of residence may be required at an interview.

Out of zone
Initially, out of zone applicants will be placed on a waiting list. If a vacancy arises, acceptance of the enrolment will be contingent upon the interview. Previous reports are required and other information, such as a portfolio and reference letters, may be useful. All applications should be made as early as possible. Following the enrolment interview, parents are notified of the result of the application.